Bremsstrahlung imaging using the gamma camera: factors affecting attenuation.
Quantitative imaging of bremsstrahlung from pure beta emitters is proposed as a means for in vivo management of antibody therapy. The method involves the use of high-energy collimation, an empirically selected broad photon energy window to enhance detector sensitivity, and a Wiener restoration filter to compensate for system blur. The measured and filtered data were obtained for an idealized scattering medium and isolated spherical sources. An effective linear attenuation coefficient of about 0.13 cm-1 was determined from the raw image data of 32P. A coefficient of 0.14 cm-1 was determined after the images were restored using the Wiener filter. The measured attenuation was not significantly dependent on the size of the region of interest or the size of the source. Its variation was within the experimental error of measurement (+/- 5%). The measured sensitivity (6 x 10(-6) cps/Bq) was sufficient for imaging therapy doses of 32P or 90Y.